


The following document has been written with the aim of supporting enterprise and social and
community enterprise initiatives. We have written this document in order to offer an effective
tool to develop your own business idea. This document guides the future entrepreneurs to the
realization of the Business Plan.

We have elaborated a Business Plan based on the Business Model Canvas.
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1. APPLICANTS PERSONAL DATA

On the first section applicants will need to provide their basic information, such as name,
surname, date and place of birth, residence, and other basic information inherent to the
proposed initiative.

On a second step it is important to update this section with:
● Legal representative personal data (name, surname, date and place of birth, residence,

etc.);
● The project team;
● Enterprise data (date of establishment, share capital, place, postal code, etc.);
● The requirements needed to start the activity;
● Summary information about the initiative (object of the activity, sector of activity, place,

etc.)

LINK WITH CANVAS: Section 1

RELEVANT LINKS WITH OTHER SECTIONS: see section 3



2. BUSINESS IDEA – THE PITCH

Section 2 is useful to develop a synthesis of the most important aspects of the initiative which
allow to define the elements about the technical viability, the feasibility and the whole
consistency.
It is important to expose clearly and synthetically different elements of your initiative.
(Section 3 Canvas)

You must give information about:
a. The needs you want to fulfil;
b. The object (the activity carried out and the goods and services you want to offer);
c. The place where the activity will be carried out, specifying the local characteristics and

the motivations that led to this idea;
d. The description of each client segments you offer the goods and services;
e. The market context where you want to operate highlighting the competitors

characteristics;
f. Subjective elements, (skills, interests, key relationships) which can help to the success of

the initiative. You will need to highlight the motivations which have led you to the choice
of opening such enterprise. In such social and community enterprise motivations are
fundamental for the development of the project.

g. The administrative requirements regarding the specific activity of the enterprise and what
you need to be legally legitimised.

h. The Community benefit and the Community involvement.

This section is a synthesis of all information about the initiative. Therefore, we are suggesting to
fill it after you completed all the other sections, which characterize all the different aspects of
the enterprise.

(Maximum 3000 words)

PLEASE NOTE: This section must be completed AFTER all the others.



3. MOTIVATION AND SKILLS

Section 3 aims to clearly define the motivations which are at the base of the initiative.
Moreover, it is important to expose the skills which are necessary to the concrete realization of
the enterprise. This part aims to evaluate the coherence between the applicant profiles and the
business idea.

For this reason, particular attention should be given to applicants’ curriculum vitae specifying
relevant educational (schools, universities, trainings, etc.) and professional experiences (kind of
work, roles, etc.). Other skills, such as linguistic and technological competences, in addition to
interests, attitudes and personal knowledge can be beneficial for the management of the
enterprise.

Administrative and bureaucratic personal requirements need to be specified, as it is requested
by law to start the activity. (Certifications, etc.)

LINK WITH CANVAS: Section 1

RELEVANT LINKS WITH OTHER SECTIONS: see section 1

USEFUL TIPS

Community enterprises have different foundations from other enterprises, based on a sharing of
perspectives with the reference community. For this reason, this type of organisation is not
focused on the figure of the sole entrepreneur, who starts a business following an intuition, but
it is founded on a community and on a process shared among a group of people, who are able
to understand needs and to translate them into economics.

In this sense, the first essential skill is the ability to listen to the territory, to name its needs and
desires and to recognise business opportunities.

For this reason, soft skills and human skills are as important (or even more important) as
technical ones: management capacity is clearly necessary but is insufficient for a successful
community enterprise path.

Looking closely at the skills considered most important, we can identify two big “groups” of soft
skills: those that lie in the realm of interdependence between subjects (communication,
teamwork, personal relationships, ...) and those that are more in the sphere of the individual
(creativity, active learning, leadership…). Skills such as the ability to solve problems and take
responsibility – which in this context are not individual operations but are more shared and
collectivised – change their sense in accordance with the wider profile.

Of course also patience and resilience are very important, as the collective process towards the
community enterprise can take time and meet several obstacle related to the context and
therefore more difficult to solve. 

So, think about your team and:
● Try to focus on the specific skills each of you has.
● Try to define the soft and relational skills each of you has.
● Try to understand the role each of you desire to have, and if it is appropriate.

Think about the leading group of your enterprise as a whole: are all the needed skills and
knowledges covered by you?

It is important, also in the description you have to prepare, to keep linked the specific technical
skills required by the section in which you are going to work, with the profile composed by soft
and relational skills typical for Community Enterprises.



And… try to answer to this question: why are you willing to start-up a Community Enterprise?
Are these motivations consistent with this specific path?

You have to make your interlocutor understand that what are you proposing in coherent with its
roots.

To better understand this part, you can refer to the ComEnter&RC report on the skills.



4. GOODS AND SERVICES

Describe in detail the different goods and services you want to offer and the way they solve the
problem and the needs of the client segment.

Remember that a community enterprise finds its peculiarity in being an enterprise that gives an
answer to community needs, remaining at the same time open to clients external to that
community.

For this reason, it is not correct to talk about clients only in the traditional meaning of the term:
community enterprises’ “clients” are often also part of the enterprise (as associates) and
actively contribute to shape the offer of goods and services.

Then think about what you sell/offer: which characteristics and actions of my goods and services
allow the beneficiary to solve their need? In which way they reduce their difficulties and
problems?

LINK WITH CANVAS: Section 3 + 5 + 4

RELEVANT LINKS WITH OTHER SECTIONS: see sections 5 – 6 - 7

USEFUL TIPS

Remember that a community enterprise translates a latent demand of the community into
economics, that’s why the first thing to do is to listen to the territory, to name its needs and
desires and to recognise business opportunities.

In this section you will have to describe in detail the different goods and services you had
chosen to offer and the way they solve the problem and the needs of the community/clients.
Here you should clearly describe what you are going to provide with an emphasis on the value
brought to your customers/users.

Try by picturing your product/service - imagine a similar item available on the market and a
superior product/service that may or may not exist. The description shall consider the
goods’/services’ qualities, the estimated price (section 10), the targeted users and the market
size (section 5), the main competitors (section 5), as well as the time and costs for production,
delivery and communication (sections 6 and 7).

The analysis could start by seeking the answer to the following questions (Fig. 1):

Fig. 1 Analysis of a Product/Service Idea



1. Who will use your goods and/or services? Describe your clients’ category in
terms of demographic characteristics (i.e. age, gender, income, industry, etc.), behavioural
characteristics (habits, preferences, frequent actions, etc.), psychographic aspects (values,
beliefs, interests, personality, etc.). The user persona method outlined in M2U1 of the
ComEnter&RC training could be particularly helpful here.
Please note that there might be different types of customers interested in what you intend to
offer and all of these have to be analysed. The expected number of users of your
goods/services shall also be considered.

0. What are the main benefits of the product/service? These should be evaluated
from the user perspective – what the typical client expects, wants, needs and requires from
the goods/services (i.e. price level, time and convenience, functionality and features,
performance, efficiency, safety, sustainability, etc.). For example: the product will save the
customer money, or it will make his/her life easier; the insurance services will help the client
address/reduce certain risks; a visit to a local event will serve as an authentic cultural
experience, etc. 

Focus on these characteristics that make your product/service stand out/relevant for the
community. The analysis shall ultimately result in an estimation of the share of the consumer’s
needs that would be transformed into actual demand and purchase.

0. When, how long and how often will the goods/services be used? The life cycle of
the envisaged goods/services should be assessed (also known as their durability) as well as the
customer’s intentions for subsequent purchase/re-use. The potential frequency of purchase,
incl. any seasonal character of the goods/services should also be considered. Are the
goods/services purchased habitually or their buying requires certain consideration, research
and comparison with the alternative options? Or perhaps the clients simply do not know about
these goods/services or would not normally think to buy them (for example, insurance, funeral
services, fire extinguishers, etc.). Answering those questions will give you some ideas with
regard to the future sales expectations.

The analysis should focus on identifying the elements of the goods/services that are
important to the client and motivate him/her to seek and buy them from you. It will
also help you meet more efficiently the users’ needs, requirements and expectations and
develop an effective marketing strategy.

Nevertheless, it should be noted that the customer’s needs could be broken into many different
categories and not all client needs could be easily expressed (Fig. 2).



Fig. 2 Types of Needs according to B. King

According to B. King needs can be divided into basic needs (that the customer simply
assumes that are satisfied by the product/service), articulated needs (easily expressed by
the user) and unarticulated needs (not easily expressed by the user but the customer would
be pleased if they are met). It is imperative that the product/ service meets the first type of
needs; the second needs category shall be the basis for competing with similar goods/services
offered by alternative companies/organizations and addressing the third group of needs shall
be a prerequisite for the product/ service differentiation.

It will also be useful here to have a basic knowledge of the hierarchy of needs as represented
by Abraham Maslow. The author theorized human decision-making by classifying needs
according to the different levels of a pyramid (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs



Physiological needs comprise the foundation of the hierarchy and include basic human needs
such as air, food and water, sufficient rest/sleep, clothing and shelter, overall health, and
reproduction. Safety needs occupy the next pyramid level and cover health, personal,
emotional and financial security. The social needs on the third level of Maslow’s hierarchy
relate to human interaction. Among these are family and friendship bonds, intimacy, trust,
acceptance, receiving and giving love and affection. Esteem needs which are on the fourth
level of the pyramid could be broken into self-respect and self-esteem (connected to the
respect and acknowledgement from others). Self-actualization needs are at the top of the
hierarchy. These include education, skill development, parenting, caring for others, pursuing
goals, etc. Maslow claims that a person can only move on to addressing the higher-level needs
when their basic needs are adequately fulfilled.

In any event, you should focus on a need for your product/service that is substantial enough to
make people look for it and spend money on it.

To better understand the customers’ needs it is always a good idea to talk to your potential
clients in the community and find out what they look for in a product/service and what they
miss. Once you had identified the goods/services’ aspects that enable the client meet his/her
needs in the best possible way, you should analyze your product in the context of the initiative
market.



5. INITIATIVE MARKET

In section 5 you can indicate the most relevant aspects of the market in which you want to
develop your initiative. For this reason, you should describe:

- The client segment, and the category’s details, the characteristics and the needs related
with the goods and services you want to offer;

- The local area in which you want to sell your goods and services, specifying, where
possible, the entity of the need in the area, the number of inhabitants and the level of
demand.

- Strengths and weaknesses of your initiative, explaining the reason why they can be an
advantage or a disadvantage in relation with competitors. (You can highlight the
initiative’s innovative elements and/or the local added value you offer).

- The competitors, if any, which operate in the same geographical area, and in particular
the characteristics and the strengths of their goods and services.

- Threats and opportunities, in particular those factors that can limit or boost the success
of your initiative, which can come from internal and external conditions (for example
legal changes linked to the subject or the activities to be carried out, catastrophically
atmospherically events, etc.)
You should consider possible vulnerabilities about the legal requirements for the activity,
(i.e. Legal change on biological agriculture) and opportunities can be present in the
future in your market sector. (i.e. Expanding market in our territory, high need and
demand).

LINK WITH CANVAS: Section 3 + 5 + 4

RELEVANT LINKS WITH OTHER SECTIONS: see sections 4 – 6 - 7

USEFUL TIPS

In this section you should outline the most relevant aspects of the market in which you
intend to develop your initiative. The analysis shall include:

● a detailed assessment of the dynamics of the potential market, more specifically its size
and value;

● the economic environment in terms of barriers to entry and regulations;
● the potential customer segments and their buying patterns;
● the main competitors;
● the local area specifics, and
● a SWOT analysis of your initiative (SWOT – strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,

threats).

The resulting structured information will help you better position your goods/services on the
market, more precisely focus your resources, reduce business risks and make a general
assessment of the potential feasibility and sustainability of the activities of your community
enterprise.

Once you had identified your most likely type/s of customers (based on the analysis made in
Section 4), you should be able to define your target market in consideration of your
product/service potential, the degree to which it meets the clients’ needs and the expected
competitiveness of your enterprise. Depending on your strategy you may decide to target all or
some of the singled-out consumer segments or you may focus your attention to a particular



one of them. Regardless of the selected approach, you should try to collect the data for your
market as shown on Fig.4:

Fig. 4 Market Analysis

● Market volume – the approximate number of potential customers of your
product/service. Depending on the nature of the selected clients’ segment, to estimate
the size of the market, you could review census data, various industry/labour statistics
and reports, databases of chambers and associations, academic research, websites of
public authorities/agencies, specialized journals, etc. Keep in mind that realistically, no
starting enterprise should or can expect to gain 100% market share. Do not try to
capture an entire market, without first targeting several niches, price points, customer
sizes, etc.

● Market trends connected with the demand for your product/service– potential
for market growth or decline, growth/decline rate, sustainability of industry, etc.

● Market value – produce several estimates of the monetary value of your market (i.e.
optimistic, most probable and pessimistic) in consideration of the frequency of purchase,
the purchasing power of your target customers and their willingness to pay for your
product/service. The evaluation should be made in consideration of section 10 of the
business plan outlining your price policy.

● Access to the market – you should identify and examine any potential roadblocks
preventing you from entering the market. The time and cost for the market entry should
also be assessed. Particular attention shall be paid to any specific regulatory, licencing
or other requirements or restrictions that need to be fulfilled.

If you are going to use your business plan for funding purposes, make sure you are able to
back up your claimed numbers and statements with data and research and can explain how you
arrived at your assumptions.



Fig. 5 Analysis of Competition

In addition to knowing your customers it is also essential to be familiar with your competition.
You need to get a sense of your competitors’ market shares, to recognize what differentiates
your solution from theirs, what their strengths and leverage on the market are and to have an
idea what resources they have at their disposal. The competitor analysis will help you
understand better the market conditions and your competitive advantages, to differentiate your
offer and to avoid costly mistakes in developing your initiative. Such an analysis is especially
important in markets exhibiting slow growth in which gaining a market share would only be
possible through winning competitors’ clients.

Start by identifying your competitors. To this end, you should be aware of the different
categories of competition as detailed on Fig. 5.

● Direct competition – companies/organizations offering the same or nearly identical
products and services aimed at the same target market and customer base;

● Indirect competition – rival businesses/organizations selling goods and services that
are not the same as yours but satisfy the same customer need. For example, if you
intend to offer authentic local cuisine at your new restaurant, your indirect competitors
would be all potential restaurants and catering companies that serve the local target
market, no matter what kind of food they offer.

Finding your competition will require internet research under different key words, browsing
through companies’ websites, annual reports, data from local chambers and agencies and even
looking through local ads. Having completed your investigation, you should rank your list of
competitors from the most to the least threatening and focus on their capabilities and the
health of their activities.



The SWOT analysis (Fig. 6) could help the assessment of the context, of your competitors
and the evaluation of your community enterprise idea.

It is a method enabling structuring the main factors that may influence the outcome of a
particular initiative. The SWOT acronym stands for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
threats. Each of those elements is presented in one of the four quadrants of a blank table, the
top row of which contains the internal strengths and weaknesses of the particular
initiative/competitor and the bottom row introduces the potential opportunities and threats that
may come from circumstances/sources in the external environment.

Fig. 6 SWOT Analysis

● Strengths and weaknesses relate to the actual assets and tangible factors that affect
yours or the competitor’s business/product/service such as: specific characteristics of
the goods/services that make them superior or inferior (price, quality, customer service,
etc.); availability of funding and investments; profitability: specific location; equipment
and facilities; customer base (loyalty, access to clients, etc.); human resources;



technology; distribution channels and marketing; technology; patents, trademarks,
brand, etc.

● Opportunities and threats refer to external factors that can positively or negatively
impact yours or the competitor’s business/product/service such as economic,
demographic, political, technological and other changes and trends, regulatory changes
and/or licencing regimes, the likeliness of new products and competitors entering the
market, availability and cost of materials and labour, a shift in customer needs or
demand, changes in supplier and partner relationships, etc.

It is recommended that a list of questions to answer for each element of the SWOT table
be first created and then the actual collection of information be made.

A useful tool for comparing yours and the competitors’ strengths and weaknesses is the
competitive matrix which is a simple table with checkboxes. Having completed the analyses
in this section, you should understand and be able to demonstrate how you stand out with your
goods/services and to recognize how to capitalize on your strengths.



6. STRATEGIC DECISIONS
After you defined the market elements (Section 5), in section 6 you can indicate organizational
decision and goals related to the reference context.

Fundamentals strategic decisions about:

- How to involve/engage local community in local needs analysis, organizational decision
process, goods and services production process and their use;

- Goods and services production decisions: specify which category of clients you want to
reach;

- How to relate with local competitors, if any. Moreover, you should highlight, when
possible, a competitors involvement strategy with the perspective of local cooperation
network and of participative productive system which overcome a logic of competition.
(For example, Can I involve them in the local needs analysis process, in the decision
process, in the production and use of goods and services? Can I cooperate with them in
relation with the community and with the client/beneficiary?)

- Channels and way of sell: How do you imagine your offer delivery? Which are the points
of contact between your enterprise and the clients? How to commercialize your goods
and services? (For example: in a direct way with the opening of a selling point or in a
indirect way through intermediaries/brokers or online platforms?)

- Promotional decisions and communicational activities: you need to indicate activities
(leafleting, local media, joining local events, etc.) you think you will use to promote your
activity and the related costs for the first three years. Indicate if you want to manage
the promotion activity internally or externally, with the help of experts to manage social
media and promotional materials.

LINK WITH CANVAS: Section 4 + 6 + 7

RELEVANT LINKS WITH OTHER SECTIONS: see sections 4 – 5 – 7

USEFUL TIPS

How to involve/engage local community in local needs analysis

A need can be defined as the gap between the current situation and the situation it should be.
Needs can be felt by an individual, a group, or an entire community. They can be as concrete as
the need for food and water or as abstract as improving community cohesion. We must learn to
analyze them so that we can find out what is lacking in our community and thus provide
direction for future improvement.

One of the most important contributions of community enterprises is to work from people's
needs and with the local community in mind, giving people a voice and empowering them to
make business decisions in a way that promotes democracy.

 Below are some general basic guidelines to keep in mind as we engage our community in local
needs analysis:



Goods and services production decisions

The target customer is the person you have deemed best suited to buy or accept your products.
So he is part of the target market, because you have done an analysis and detailed and
identified some key attributes or characteristics of this target customer. To define our target
customer, we can use a program to create a buyer persona.

A Buyer Persona is a fictional interpretation of your target customer. It helps us define who the
target customer is that you want to capture and persuade, and most importantly, it helps you
humanize and better understand them.



                                                                                             

How to relate with local competitors, if any. 

If local competitors are important or concentrated, local interest may well be the best entry
strategy and reinforce the strategy of permanence. A competitor is a natural or legal person who
competes in a particular market and offers goods or services to obtain an economic profit.

A sectoral analysis provides information about the degree of competitiveness of a company
within the sector in which it competes. Here you will find out how to conduct a good sector
analysis.

Answer these questions to continue the training program:

● Can I involve them in the process of analysing local needs, in the decision-making
process, in the production and use of goods and services? 

● Can I cooperate with them in the relationship with the community and the
customer/beneficiary?

● What types of competitive strategies exist?



Channels and way of sale

A sales channel is the way in which a product or service is sold or distributed.

B2C (Business to Clients) means that you will sell your goods/services to final consumers.

B2B (Business to Business) means that you will sell your goods/services to other enterprises.

Here are some examples of sales forms:

Sales strategies, or in this case channel strategy, can be defined as a set of plans that a
company develops to increase its sales.

Some important aspects to include in a sales channel strategy are: 

- The sales channel to be used must be clearly defined.

- The distribution channel must be defined.

- Clearly define the objectives of each distribution channel.

- Define in detail the budget available and how it will be invested.

- Define the action plans, the resources to be used and the time to be invested.

- The tools to be used to analyse and evaluate the results should also be specified.

Answer these questions to continue the training program



● How do you imagine your offer delivery? 

● Which are the points of contact between your enterprise and the clients? 

● How to commercialize your goods and services?

Promotional decisions and communicational activities

Promotion is the most useful action to make our product known. Commercial promotion is
fundamentally communication and is the transmission of information from the seller to the buyer
in order to stimulate demand.

Here are some activities to promote your product:

Advertising

● Sales promotion

● Direct marketing

● Personal selling

● Public relations

● Branding

In order to design a good dissemination strategy, you should follow these steps.

Answer these questions to continue the training program:

● How do you envision the delivery of your offer? 

● What are the points of contact between your company and customers? 

● How do you market your goods and services?



7. PRODUCTION AND DELIVERY PLAN

Section 7 is useful to analyse the goods and services production process problematics. It is
necessary to describe the process of production for each product divided in steps, indicating the
resources (raw materials and services) you need, the required conditions and any possible
problematics related to the supply chain.

LINK WITH CANVAS: Section 4 + 5 + 6 +7 +8

RELEVANT LINKS WITH OTHER SECTIONS: see sections 4 – 5 – 6 – 9

USEFUL TIPS

This section of the business plan addresses the core of your product/service and how to deliver
it to your potential customers. 

Here again, the business plan needs to be clear and straight forward.  

Here is a list of questions that this section could answer to:

● What needs do the product/service meet?
● What is the existing offer? 
● What is the innovative character of the products/services, the advantages and

disadvantages compared to the existing offer? 
● Describe the context, specify the opportunity, why have these products not already been

proposed? 
● Is the market ready?

Do not hesitate to present the values that drive the management team of your project and that
are the starting point of its motivation. These corporate values can be the sense of service, the
expertise in a field or the social impact of the project. It shows the project and the management
team’s commitment in the idea. 

It is, for sure, at this stage that you will succeed in raising awareness among investors and in
getting partners to collaborate with you.

Why do you need a production plan?

● It helps to reduce labour cost by reducing wasted time
● It supports process flow improvement
● It optimizes equipment use  
● It improves on-time delivery

Taking this into account, in order to draft the section, you will need the following:

● Forecast market expectations: you would need to estimate potential sales by trying to
find out historical numbers or market trends

● Inventory control in term of human resources (expertise) and goods
● Standardized steps and timing: map processes in the order that they happen and then

incorporate the average time it took to complete the work.
● Evaluate risks

FINAL TIPS:

● Establish a list of advantages of your product and in the next column its default. It will
support you in identifying the weak points of your product



● Show this section to as many person with different expertise as possible to collect
feedback and constructive criticisms

● Make you delivery plan as precise as it could be, you can integrate a Gantt chart to help
its visualization 



8a. INVESTMENT PLAN -
WHAT DO I NEED TO START PRODUCTING GOODS AND
SERVICES?
In section 8a you indicate the investment plan of resources needed to an effective start of the
activities. For this reason, we are suggesting to describe in synthesis the required assets
(investment assets, intangible assets of multiannual utility, etc.), indicate their function to the
performance of the activities, the quantities, the supply chain and the related documentation.
This information should verify if the assumed plan dimension is correct in respect of the goods
and services delivery plan and of the quantity of goods and services you planned to deliver at
full capacity (with a third-year hypothesis).

LINK WITH CANVAS: Section 8 + 9

RELEVANT LINKS WITH OTHER SECTIONS: see sections 7 – 11 – 12

USEFUL TIPS

The best investment plan is the one tailored to you, to your needs and conditions. Walking
throughout all the necessary steps to create an individual strategy is the key component to find
success. 

Step 1: Importance of research. This analysis is needed since it guides you in creating a
plan, while considering several variables that can directly or indirectly affect your business. 

Step 2: Understand the investments needed. How much money do you need and for what?
Where does it comes from and to where do you need to allocate it? 

Step 3: Burocracy aspects: Find a name and register it. Deal with all burocratic aspects and
understand how much money and time it will take you.

Develop your investment plan:

Step 1: Find out what you need to start your Community Enterprise. Individuate the
needs of asset you have to buy, or the servicers you need. Individuate the cost of each of them.

Typical investment needed:

● Tangible assets

o Hardware

o Furniture

o Machinery and tools

o Real estate

o And more…

● Renovation of buildings

o Extraordinary maintenance

o Installation

o And more…



● Intangible assets

o Business start-up costs

o Licences

o Softwares

o Patents

o R&D

o And more…

Step 2: Understand your finances. Check how much money you have and how much you
need to spend. 

Step 3: Set a financial goal. Set how much you want to achieve and in which time frame (1
semester, 1 year, 5 years).

Step 4: Understand the risk. Each investment has a risk associated with it, which can be
small or very huge. Risks can be splitted according to different categories: money, time,
inflation, market, etc. 

Step 5: Research investment options. Getting the right investments is very important in a
successful business plan. Calculate the return of the investment and how long is it going to take,
how much taxes you will have to pay, for example. 



RELATED RESOURCES: THE EXCEL TOOL. HOW TO USE THE “INVESTMENT
PLAN” SHEET?

Start from “Investment Plan” sheet.

1. Fill the grid adding, in different line, the investments you need to start your Community
Enterprise.

2. For each cost, you have to declare (columns from B to F):

a. The kind of investment: it is connected to a building, or are some kind of good, or
intangible assets? In the sheet you can choose from the cathegories on the left,
and add more cathegories, if needed.

b. What good (tangible or intangible) or service you want to buy.

c. Its total cost.

d. How many years are needed for its depreciation (e.g. usually a computers life is 5
years).

e. In which year during the start-up phase you will buy it (from 1 to 5).

3. For each item, in column L, you can switch to “yes” if this specific asset is covered by a
grant contributing to reduce its cost. If yes, you have to indicate in what percentage the
grant contribute to buy it (e.g., 70% means that the donor give you this percentage, and
you have to add the other 30%).

4. The sheet will automatically calculate for each row the cost for depreciation which will be
reported in the budget in each year, and the cost reduction share in the case of grant.

5. Complete your "shopping list" this way, and your investment plan will be done!



8b. SOURCES AND USES PROSPECT -
WHERE CAN I RISE MONEY TO COVER THE NEEDED
INVESTMENTS?

In section 8b you have to reflect on the sources of financing to cover your need of investment.

LINK WITH CANVAS: Section 8 + 9

RELEVANT LINKS WITH OTHER SECTIONS: see sections 7 – 11 – 12

USEFUL TIPS

Source 1: Personal investment. You are the first investor in your own business. However, you
can invest other things besides money. If you find a co-founder or partner that invests his/her
hours in helping you start your business while also working his/her own job, that is also an
investment.

Source 2: ‘Love money’. This refers to money that comes from people close to you, as family
or friends.

Source 3: Crowdfunding. You can get help from a diverse range of people who donote money
(as much as they want) to support your project. Diverse platflorms allow you to start your
crowdfunding campaing, such as kickstarter, Seedrs, Crowdcube and IndieGoGo.  

Source 4: Business Incubators. Business incubators provide support for new businesses in
various stages of development. They can help with money or with administrative, logistical and
technical resources and knowledge. 

Source 5: Government grants and subsides. Government usually provide grants and
subsides but getting those can be tough. There may be strong competition and the criteria for
awards are often stringent. 

Source 6: Bank loans. One of the most common sources of funding for small and
medium-sized business are bank loans. These loans usually provide different advantages, like
personalized service or customized repayment. This is usually a good option if you are looking
for working capital financing, stock financing or financing to cover investments. 

Source 7: Microcredit. Microcredit is an ethical finance instrument, a kind of loan that gives
importance to relationships and trust. For this reason it’s an instrument that suits very well the
community enterprise. It is useful to cover the investments activity to gain small amounts of
financial capital. This is for small businesses that do not meet their needs for credit in the
traditional banking circuit. In fact the limits of the normal credit system lead to the exclusion of
a large part of population, i.e. because they don’t have enough warranties, or their business
ideas are considered too risky, or too innovative. Microcredit operators go deeper in knowing
and developing the business idea, they take time to better know the entrepreneur, his/her skills
and to work together on the business plan, so to evaluate the sustainability of the project
together with the microcredit supplier.

Source 8: Leasing. 

Source 9: Popular Shareholding. Strong social impact projects can propose the purchase of
the company Share Capital to community’s supporters who then become shareholders. It is a
tool strongly linked to the community, citizens, and to the social base. It is a mutual financing



tool based on an ethic of solidarity, therefore it is important to demonstrate the value added for
the community.

Source 10: there are also other sources that involve the community and that may be
particularly useful for a community enterprise, usually to collect small amounts of money or to
find money for a specific activity of the enterprise: fundraising events, sponsorships and
donations.

SOURCES AND USES PROSPECT
At the end, you have to prepare a clear table in which you can compare the uses (the costs you
need to sustain to start-up) and the sources (the money you can actually use to cover it); the
total in the two columns must be the same, so you can check if all the costs are covered.



DEMAND (USES) SOURCES

Investments goods to purchase Straight grants from Public or
non-profit organizations

Investments taxes Preferential loans from Public or
non-profit organizations

Working capital * (first year of
operation) Other loans (i.e. Bank loan)

Other expenses
Personal contributions (from
members, popular shareholding,
etc.)

Total demand Total sources

* Starting activities total expenses in the first year:

- expenses for constitution and company registration

- share capital payment

- deposit and firsts rents

- office supplies

- utilities (connections and first bills)

- first supply raw materials.

RELATED RESOURCES: THE EXCEL TOOL. HOW TO USE THE “SOURCES OF
COVERAGE” SHEET?

Open the “Sources of coverage” sheet.

1. If you had filled the “Investment plan” sheet, you’ll find in the “Uses” side of the sheet
the total amount of the investment you need for each cathegory. You don’t have to work
on this side of the sheet: if any change is needed, you have to come back to the previous
step.

2. On the “Sources” side you have to individuate how you will cover the cost: what kind of
financial resources you will activate?

3. Please note that the plan is divided in years from the beginning of start-up, and that:

a. In row 3 you find the total amount of resources you declared below.

b. In row 4 you find the gap between the money you need (i.e. the costs) and the
resources you individuated. If this data is a positive number, very well! If not, you
have to think a little more on this.

4. The sheet will automatically add the grants you declared in the previous phase, in row 5.

5. So, you have to indicate, in each year, the total amount of resources you foresee you will
activate/find, choosing from the different kind of sources.



6. Pay attention! There are two main kind of sources.

a. Some of them are only financial: if you use personal saving, or you collect share
of capital from the community, there isn’t a real income. This money is a debt
you’ll have with someone.
But remember: if you use a loan from a bank, the money they give you are
“neutral” on the revenue / cost sheet (you’ll fill it later), but the interest on the
loan are a cost!

b. Some of them have an economic aspect too. If you start a crowdfunding
campaign, there is actually an amount of money that become an income for your
enterprise. So, you have to remember you have to enter them in the forecast
budget in the same year.
The grant directly connected with the investments, declared in the investment
plan and automatically calculated among the sources, are also automatically put
in the forecast budget, so, not double it!

7. To make your enterprise sustainable, make yourself sure you found out, in perspective,
all the resources needed to cover the investments you want to do.

RELATED RESOURCES: THE EXCEL TOOL. HOW TO USE THE
“INVESTMENT-SOURCES SUMMARY” SHEET?

Open the “Sources of coverage” sheet.

Too much information? You need to have, with a single look, the idea if all your needs in terms of
investments are covered?

Don’t worry, just open this sheet, and you’ll find the updated situation!

Pay attention if there are one or more years in which there is any difficulty.



9. ORGANIZATIONAL PLAN
Section 9 of this plan aims to recollect the data to evaluate the coherence of organisational
procedures to ensure the enterprise functioning, in respect to the market perspective.
Staff costs should be synthetically indicated (specifying the types of contracts, the tasks, the
annual unit cost for each subject)along with the administrative and general costs (raw
materials, utilities, rents, insurances, etc.).
Furthermore, you should explain how you want to divide the management functional tasks
between the associates or employees, and, in a bureaucratic perspective, which are the
administrative requirements related to the office required by law. It is important to verify if
inside human resources, all the key roles are covered to have an effective start and continuation
of activities.

Question: How should I organise the enterprise functioning, human resources and the raw
materials distribution? Try to describe the coherence between the organization and production
management.
(i.e. the amount of human resources for each activity and related costs.)

LINK WITH CANVAS: Section 3 +  5 + 8 + 11

RELEVANT LINKS WITH OTHER SECTIONS: see sections 4 – 5 - 7

USEFUL TIPS

Organisational Planning

Almost every organization sets some major goals for a coming year, or a longer period.
However, these goals are not worth very much without a pathway to reach them: deciding on,
(and committing to) the direction of that path is organisational planning.

This planning can focus on one part of an organisation when it has grown, but at the
beginning it will cover an overall strategy for a small community enterprise. With strategies and
planning, an organization can direct resources, energy and time in the correct direction to win
relevant results. They allow people in the enterprise to become aware of how to work and what
to do, so that, the whole organisation can reach pre-decided goals. For a community enterprise,
organizational planning offers:

● a clear purpose to your organization
● visibility for the operational requirements, which helps in human resourcing
● an option to have an enterprise-wide assessment of opportunities
● the emergence of new ideas and innovative thinking
● clarity for staff members so they know what is expected from their activity
● a planned business approach that helps to attain a sharper edge to task fulfilment
● a set of priorities for applying the financial resources available
● an awareness for the enterprise leadership of the actions required initially.

A purpose for a community enterprise’s existence

A purpose is a foundational mission for an organization: no enterprise – community or standard
– can survive long without having such a clear mission. Organisational planning begins with this:
the purpose is not a goal as an enterprise can have several goals, but these should lead to a
single collective purpose. The goals will adapt from time to time, but the purpose underlying the
enterprise’s existence stays the same.



The officers in a community enterprise can look at it as the initial idea, the one that
triggers its establishment. This purpose has to be both broad and specific at the same time. In a
traditional enterprise, the whole managers and senior officers need to understand the purpose.
However, in a community enterprise, the purpose needs to be one that can unite and motivate
the community in which the enterprise operates and be democratically agreed among the
individual community members. In time, this can be a bedrock for community engagement, so it
needs to be carefully considered.

The goals as driven by the purpose need to be measurable

Organizational planning is expressed in the form of measurable goals. A company needs to know
specific answers to what is required, where to go, how to use resources and how to manage
them. Hence, every goal should provide the opportunity to measure the results.

So, a goal should avoid generalised assertions: it is not enough to state that the
enterprise needs to increase income each year: rather it could state that the enterprise needs to
increase its income from the equivalent quarter in the previous year by 25% in each quarter for
the next two years, say. This allows for focused attention on tasks and activities to achieve this
and a tangible definition to success for the enterprise.

Goals and expected results of the community enterprise are recommended to correspond

to the so called SMART criteria, i.e.

The SMART acronym stands for:

• Specific (simple, sensible, significant).

• Measurable (meaningful, motivating).

• Achievable (agreed, attainable).

• Relevant (reasonable, realistic and resourced, results-based).

• Time bound (time-based, time limited, time/cost limited, timely, time-sensitive).

Evaluating established goals and ongoing progress

As every objective or goal defined at one time depends on the best-known information available
in front of the officers and decisionmakers, organisational planning is a never-ending, ongoing
process. While a community enterprise will seek to utilise the available data for future
predictions, any prediction requires realistic assessments after a set period so that the
organisational planning can be as relevant as possible.

An effective planning strategy involves an assessment process to consider the progress
made and goals achieved. Time clarifies these results, which in turn helps in making better
decisions. The goals that are initially established begin such a process, but the true aim is to
implement the valuable changes indicated according to the latest knowledge. This is why
organisational planning becomes an important, ongoing process for your any community
enterprise.

Making decisions and strategies

Going deeper than purpose and goals, members of the community need to be able to discuss
actionable work strategies. As it is important to make daily organizational functions directed to a
large goal, organizational planning becomes important again.



Democratically appointed enterprise officers make decisions and may propose strategies
for the enterprise’s employees and any community volunteers. Those decisions and strategies
reinforce a responsible sense of working in an enterprise that is accountable to – and exists for
– its community, which in turn allows it to attain goals faster. Each small activity conducted daily
by employees and volunteers can lead to the attainment of larger goals that can fulfil the
purpose of the enterprise.

Making priorities for an efficient application of resources

The availability of resources depends on the stage at which an enterprise stands. A community
enterprise starts as a small start-up, usually facing a limitation of resources when compared to a
well-established organisation.

Resources include everything that is available for use as expense in an enterprise. This
includes financial resources, human resources, and business-specific resources. Organizational
planning allows leaders to identify the extent of resources available: officers can define for the
community members how comfortable or limited the business is in terms of resources. This
awareness leads to a capacity for a community enterprise to agree on priorities.

For organisational planning, an enterprise can prioritise goals and strategies with respect
to available resources. This way, the enterprise can maximise production of value from the
resources that are available with an efficient utilisation of resources.

Planning for risks, sudden change and unpredictable events

There are various ‘what-if…?’ conditions associated with any enterprise: they all have the risk
that they will face uncertain conditions – and such conditions may sometimes occur without any
predictability and at speed. Though these risks are unforeseen, an enterprise can still plan for
contingency so that it can act as quickly as possible. Planning allows leaders to stay calm and
make immediate decisions without panic that can only exacerbate the problem.

When there is a sudden issue in a community enterprise, officers need to address the
problem on behalf of the community while maintaining the reputation and functions of the
enterprise. A pre-planned approach to potential risks helps in applying effective strategies, so
that the enterprise can tackle changing scenarios and save the enterprise from negative
impacts.

Establishing and encouraging team spirit

The basic idea of a team is a group that follows one collective goal – organisational planning
facilitates this for employees and volunteers in a community enterprise. In this context,
team-coherence is essential for establishing success. With organisational planning, employees,
volunteers and other community stakeholders can come together as a team and attain
cooperation. An effective communication of proposed plans and strategies allows all
stakeholders to follow the common responsibilities in a communal manner while also
understanding the diversity of the more individuated responsibilities that can support the
development of the enterprise for its community.

Employees and volunteers utilize their skills and provide assistance to help the
organisation collectively. Whenever a task is assigned to a department, all the members already
understand what they need to do and how they can help each other. Planning diminishes the
chance that there may be a conflict of interest, which can often undermine morale. From the
top-level of appointed officers to the humblest level of volunteers, everyone puts efforts to reach
pre-decided targets.



Understanding and beating competition

Along with the internal benefits, organisational planning also helps with maximising advantages
outside of the enterprise. When working in collaboration, the officers can consider the quality as
to how other organisations are meeting the needs of the community so that the enterprise can
take advantage of weak delivery elsewhere.

All other major suppliers of value need to be assessed. This assessment of strengths in
the activity of others teaches the officers in a community enterprise where there may be
vulnerability in their own enterprise that needs to be addressed. At the same time, and equally
important, a community enterprise gains more awareness of its own strengths abilities and
capacity for delivering value to its community, over and above the value available from

elsewhere. Having this knowledge and keeping it up to date is a key element in organisational
planning so the officers can know the place of the enterprise in its environment and adapt
accordingly. This includes taking advantage of any emerging opportunities so that the
community enterprise can engage new stakeholders and gain innovative ideas to develop
steadily.

Tips on successful organizational planning

There is no single formula for organizational planning that can work for all kinds of community
enterprise. Each one may comprise other products, alternative constraints, original
opportunities, and unique goals relative to any one formula. However, though the actual
planning differs from enterprise to enterprise, each one can follow a common method in its
planning in order to attain its goals and grow steadily.

For this, officers can:

● Assess organisational vulnerabilities and capacities as compared to other bodies offering value
to your community, including those that are structured in legal frameworks. This relative
understanding provides a realistic approach to planning.

● Predict a growth pattern to anticipate in the long run, aligning this long-term plan with
short-term growth strategies.

● Understand current relationships in the community environment and plan to maintain the
existing relationships while simultaneously building new ones.

● Define an ideal number of employees and/or volunteers and compare this ambition with the
current availability of human resources.



● Develop a structural approach to planning work for a higher level of productivity and enhanced
employee fulfilment.

In summary, a community enterprise requires at every step to follow the right path to further
development. Organisational planning offers that path and also shows how to walk it efficiently.



10. PRICE POLICY

All goods and services have their own selling price, you will have to consider the market price
and the production cost. As discussed above, you should take in consideration the resources
and the work plan in order to price each product.

LINK WITH CANVAS: Section 7 + 10

RELEVANT LINKS WITH OTHER SECTIONS: see sections 4 - 5 – 6 - 11

USEFUL TIPS

It is necessary to determinate the price policy:

● In determining the price of each good and service, you must have clear in mind their cost.
You need to understand:

- How much does the raw material cost? (Unitary cost per unit
number, i.e. €/m per meters)

- How much work do you need to produce the good and service?
(number of hours per cost per hour, considering the enterprise cost
and not the employee net income)

- Remember to insert a part of fixed costs in each activity
- Remember also, if you have it, the share of financial costs you may

have depending of bank loans or similar

● Does the price applied cover at least the production costs? Do you manage to have profit
margin?

● Compare your price to the price of similar competitor’s product/service, if any. If it is
considerably lower, there might be cost components that have been inadvertently omitted
and have not been accounted for; if it is considerably higher, some differentiation of the
product/service might be needed (higher quality, additional services, guarantees, etc.)
might need to be introduced so that the activity of the community enterprise can be
sustainable.

● Think on your target: you aim to sell a lot of item at a low price, or to sell less items at a
higher price?

● If the price you applied is lower than the costs, are you aware of it? Is it a promotional
strategy? Could you rise the prices without exiting the market? Do you have clear in mind
how to cover the other part of the costs? Community enterprises see their realization in
the participation of the community, therefore you could chose to keep your prices low so to
make your service/good accessible to the highest number of people. In this case you could
for example find a public grant, or start a crowdfunding campaign for the uncovered costs.



11. ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL PLAN – CASH FLOW
Section 11 evaluates the initiative economic and financial sustainability. It is important to define
the expected return from the enterprise management and its sustainability.
For this reason, it is necessary to elaborate the income statement (profit and loss account) for
the first three years, the estimated statement of sources and uses (in particular, indicate the
financial demand and its use for the first year). It is important indeed to consider the time
needed for the availability and the delivery of financial resources, the funding and the refund
arrangements, in particular in case of public, community (i.e. with a popular shareholding) or
non-profit funding.

Furthermore, sales goals need to be specified: indicate, for each product, the estimated selling
quantity for the first three years, and its income. (Goals need to be distinguished for each year
and are given by the number of product and service use opportunities multiplied by the number
of target client multiplied by unit selling price).

LINK WITH CANVAS: Section 11 + 12

RELEVANT LINKS WITH OTHER SECTIONS: see sections 4 - 5 – 6 – 8 - 10

ECONOMIC PLAN USEFUL TIPS

First of all it is important to be aware of the difference between the economic and financial
level. An enterprise has costs and revenues, but there is often a time lag between the moment
the cost/revenue is realized (economic plan) and the moment this translates into a concrete
expense/income (financial plan).

The income statement (economic plan) shows the revenues and costs of the enterprise,
therefore the enterprises’s profit, the margin on sales and how it covers fixed costs.

The cash-flow (financial plan) highlights the incomes and the expenses in a certain
period.

THE INCOME STATEMENT (ECONOMIC PLAN)

In the income statement you have to determine in detail the revenues and costs of the
enterprise.

Talking about revenues:

- think about all possible activities that may generate an income. In a single activity, you can often
identify more sub-activities.

- Which ones of these activities generate an income? For each one indicate the quantities of
goods/services sold, and multiply them for their selling price.

- Then ask yourself if payments will arrive on a regular basis, or how long after your
performance/sale this will affect the cash-flow.

Talking then about costs:

● Pay attention to the distinction between fixed and variable costs. Fixed costs are
those whose amount is independent on the quantity of goods and services
produced (i.e. for a tailor, the amount of the rent of the laboratory), while variable



costs are those whose amount depends directly, and in a proportional way, on the
quantity of goods and services produced (i.e. the quantity of tissue he/she’ll have
to buy will depend on the number of clients).

● How much do you have to pay in fixed costs each month? Could you cut them?
● For each activity, what are the variable costs (i.e. raw materials, transport, fuels)?
● Pay attention to depreciation and amortization. Depreciation is a planned,

gradual reduction in the recorded value of a tangible asset over its useful life by
charging it to expense. Depreciation is applied to fixed assets, which generally
experience a loss in their utility over multiple years. Amortization is the
accounting practice of spreading the cost of an intangible asset over its useful
life. 

● Then ask yourself how long it usually takes to pay suppliers, if you will be able to
cover all costs or you’ll have to use other sources of money (i.e. loans, or savings)

this will affect the cash-flow.

At the end, putting revenues and costs together, you can verify if the enterprise is sustainable:

● If incomes are higher than expenses, the enterprise is sustainable on an economic
level. If not, it’s not sustainable and it is necessary to find correctives.

● Break-even point: the enterprise reaches it when your total sales equal your
total expenses. At this point your business does not profit, but it also does not
have a loss.
Reaching the break-even point is a positive turn, because it means that you’re
finally making enough to cover your operating costs.
If your enterprise’s revenue is below the break-even point, you should consider to
increase your prices, to find strategies to sell more, or to cut expenses.

RELATED RESOURCES: THE EXCEL TOOL. HOW TO USE THE “FORECAST
BUDGET” SHEET?

Open the “Forecast budget” sheet.

1. This sheet helps you to calculate how the economic structure of your enterprise is.

2. There are 4 sections:

a. Revenues from activities, i.e. the incomes from the normal/typical activity of your
Community Enterprise, its actual “business”

b. Fundraising revenues, i.e. the incomes from specific campaigns or grants given by
donors.

c. Variable costs, i.e. the costs you have depending from how many good/services
you sell (e.g. raw materials… the cost of production specifically connected to any
good/service sold).

d. Fixed costs, i.e. the costs you have in any case, because the don’t depend from
the quantity of activity done.



3. You can start from any of these sections, but remember to fill them all.

Revenues from activities

4. Use a row to analyse each single activity.

5. Declare:

a. The activity area in your enterprise.

b. The item (service or good) we are talking about.

c. The price you think to apply to buyers.

d. The number of items you foresee to sell on average in each period.

e. The kind of period are you considering (e.g. day, week, months…).

f. The number of periods in the year (e.g. if you choose month, of course there are
12 months in a year… but, if year activity is seasonal, you may have to consider a
lower number of months in which you have this revenue).

6. The sheet will calculate the total amount for each raw and for the section.

Fundraising revenues

7. Use a row to analyse each single campaign.

8. Declare:

a. The amount you foresee to raise on average in each period.

b. The kind of period are you considering (e.g. day, week, months…).

c. The number of periods in the year (e.g. if you choose month, of course there are
12 months in a year… but, if year activity is seasonal, you may have to consider a
lower number of months in which you have this revenue).

9. Please note that the “grant covering investments” row is automatically filled from the
“investment plan” sheet.

10. The sheet will calculate the total amount for each raw and for the section.

Variable costs

11. The sheet will automatically name each row from the item you filled in the “revenues
from activities” section. You have to complete each row.



12.You can choose between two kind of calculating the cost:

a. By a percentage of the selling price: if you choose this, you have to simply
indicate how percentage of selling price represent the production cost, and the
sheet will calculate it.

b. By the total cost per unit of good and service: in this case, you have to indicate
the fixed cost you have for unit of good/service sold.

c. You have to fill only the column “kind of price” and, if “a” option, “percentage of
price”, if “b” option, “fixed cost”.

13. The sheet will calculate the total amount for each raw and for the section.

Fixed costs

14. For each kind of fixed cost, in each row, you have to declare:

a. The cost you think you’ll have in each period you consider.

b. The kind of period are you considering (e.g. day, week, months…).

c. The number of periods in the year (e.g. if you choose month, of course there are
12 months in a year… but, if year activity is seasonal, you may have to consider a
lower number of months in which you have this revenue).

d. You can add a multiplier, if you need it (e.g., if you have several workers with the
same characteristics, you can enter here their number).

15. The sheet will calculate the total amount for each raw and for the section.

Final results

16.The sheet will calculate the total of revenues, the total of costs, and the final result.

17. You have to do all this operation for each year of activity (we suggest to analyse 5 year
of activity). In this way you can see the changes of activity.

RELATED RESOURCES: THE EXCEL TOOL. HOW TO USE THE “BUDGET
SUMMARY” SHEET?

Open the “Budget summary” sheet.

Read the previous sheet can be difficult. So, you can use this summary to have a simpler idea
on your enterprise sustainability. This sheet automatically give you revenues, costs and result



for each year, and also an aggregate results (you could have the strategy of have a negative
results in the first years which is covered by the positive result in the following).

FINANCIAL PLAN (CASH FLOW) USEFUL TIPS

As previously said, also the financial plan is fundamental to be sure your enterprise in working
correctly. In fact, even if the prices cover the production cost and create a profit margin, there
could be some financial problems due to different timing between income and expense, so you
could have a lack of economic liquidity to cover all the costs in certain moments.
This could cause a high risk of failure.

To avoid it, it is important to use the Cash Flow tool, which helps us to manage the business
liquidity, but cannot be the only tool for the accounting.

Cash Flow is a monthly scheme that calculates the enterprise’s liquidity balance. This scheme
includes the sums that enter and leave the enterprise in the month when they occur.

To fill the Cash Flow in:

• in the first month of activity the initial balance will be zero, in the following months it
will be the final balance of the previous month;

• you need to write down the monthly fixed costs when they are supposed to be paid;

• each time an activity is carried out, the related income is written down in the month in
which it is expected to be paid (for example, if a job is done in January but will be paid
for in March, the entry must be registered in March and not in January);

• each time an activity is carried out, the related variable costs are entered in the month
in which they must be paid (In the same way, if for that job you pay the materials to the
supplier in February, you will record the expense in that month);

• the final balance will be calculated for each month.

If the balance is positive, it means that the enterprise has the liquidity to pay all the expenses of
that period; if it is negative, this indicates a critical situation that must be taken into
consideration.

Attention: the balance indicates the result of each month; on the other hand, the availability
considers the reserves, that is what has been saved in the previous months. When the balance
is negative and you have reserves, you can solve the liquidity needs with that. If also the
availability is negative, it means that the company will not be able to cover its debts.

Generally, it is better to focus on activities that are immediately paid by customers, to not
advance large sums to suppliers.

If you need to anticipate sums for an important activity (i.e. a supplier wants to be paid
immediately for an highly profitable activity but the customer will pay few months later), you
need to have sufficient reserves, and manage a balance between activities that have to be
immediately paid and activities which can be paid delayed.

In summary, it is necessary to manage the cash flow to keep the availability avoiding financial
issues.



If the Cash Flow shows difficult situations in the following months, you can:

• urging payments from customers;

• find other activities which allow you quickly rise money;

• if necessary, check whether suppliers can delay payments;

• using other financial instruments, such as loans…

In the long term, it is necessary to understand which activities create financial reserves
sufficient to cover the costs, and which ones instead can cause financial distress and focus on
the most sustainable ones.

RELATED RESOURCES: THE EXCEL TOOL. HOW TO USE THE “CASH FLOW”
SHEET?

Open the “Cash Flow” sheet.

1. In this sheet you find a cash-flow. It is divided in month in the columns, and in kind of
revenues and costs in the rows.

2. Each month must be activated.

3. In line 6, in the first month you want to consider, enter the amount of money your
enterprise has at the beginning of this month.

4. Fill the total amount of incomes and costs you foresee you will have for each cathegory
of them. You have to esteem not only “how much” you will gain or pay, but also “when”!

5. Automatically calculating the total of incomes and costs, the sheet will give you some
useful information:

a. The final balance, i.e. if in this very month incomes are more ore less than costs,
and how much.

b. The cash availability, i.e. how much money you’ll actual have at the end of this
month.

6. Activating the following month, the sheet will automatically report the cash availability,
so you can start to fill also this month.

7. You have to make these operations for each months, filling income and costs and
activating the following month, and so on until you reach the period you need.

8. Of course, if the cash availability is negative, it means that you won’t pay all the costs
you will have in this month; so, you have to find out a solution!



RELATED RESOURCES: THE EXCEL TOOL. HOW TO USE THE “CASH FLOW
SUMMARY” SHEET?

Open the “Cash flow summary” sheet.

To make easier the reading of cash flow situation, this sheet gives you automatically, for each
month, the total amount of revenues, costs, balance and cash availability, helping to find out
when the financial difficulties could happen.


